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1. INTRODUCTION
Ã .The character group or Pontryagin dual L of a locally compact abelian
group L, i.e., the group of all continuous homomorphisms of L into the
compact group T s RrZ equipped with the compact open topology, is
again a locally compact abelian group. The centerpiece of Pontryagin
ÃÃ Ã . .  .  .Duality states that the map h : L ª L, h x x s x x x g L, x g LL L
implements a canonical algebraic and topological isomorphism between L
ÃÃand its second dual L.
More than thirty years ago, Hewitt and Ross called a locally compact
abelian group L selfdual if there exists some algebraic and topological
Ã w xisomorphism from L to L 3, pp. 422]423 . Examples of selfdual groups
include all finite abelian groups, the additive group R of the real numbers,
the additive group Q of the p-adic rationals, finite direct sums, and localp
direct sums of selfdual groups. Hewitt and Ross point out that, for any
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Ãlocally compact group L, the group L = L is trivially selfdual, but this is
hardly an illuminating example. They observe that no classification of
selfdual locally compact abelian groups was available}and we can add
that this situation has not changed until today.
Every locally compact abelian group L is isomorphic to the direct
product of the additive group R n of a euclidean space for some integer n
and a group E which contains an open compact subgroup. It is easy to see
that L is selfdual if and only if E is selfdual. Thus the question of
selfduality of locally compact abelian groups is reduced to groups E which
are defined as extensions 0 ª G ª E ª D ª 0 of a compact abelian
group G by a discrete abelian group D.
w xIn a recent note 5 , Samelson pointed out an interesting property of a
particular selfdual group, namely, the additive group Q of the p-adicp
numbers, adding new inspiration to an old problem. He views the group
 .Q as an extension of the group Z of the p-adic integers by the discretep p
 `.Prufer group Z p which may be identified with the character group ofÈ $
vZ . He applies the contravariant exact functor to the extension 0 ª Zp p
ÃÃ Ã Ã Ãª Q ª Z ª 0, obtaining 0 ª Z ª Q ª Z ª 0, and proves that thep p p p p
two exact sequences are equivalent. At the same time he raises the
question to which extent this equivalence is typical for Q . We shallp
address Samelson's question and provide a complete answer to it in
Theorem 3.11 below.
In approaching a proof of this result we deal with a more general
Ãquestion: Which extensions of compact abelian groups G by their duals G are$
vcarried by the functor to equi¨ alent extensions? The fact that equivalent
extensions represent the same element of the group Ext suggests an
approach via homological algebra. However, homological machinery does
not straightforwardly work for topological groups. Nevertheless, there is a
single exception: the case of extensions E of topological groups G by
discrete groups D}and this is exactly the case needed here! Then the
topological structure of the group E is uniquely determined: in fact, the
only topology compatible with the given topologies of G and D is the one
in which a base of the neighborhoods of 0 in G is also a base of the
neighborhoods of 0 in E, making E into a topological group. As a
consequence, in our discussions we can take advantage of some machinery
provided by homological algebra.
We cannot answer the posed question successfully without acquiring a
better understanding of extensions of compact abelian groups by discrete
ones. For compact abelian groups G and H, the extensions 0 ª G ª E
Ã Ã .ª H ª 0 represent elements of the group Ext H, G . It was already
w xnoticed by Cartan and Eilenberg 1, pp. 136]137 that this Ext-group
carries a compact topology and its character group is the discrete group
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Ã Ã .Tor G, H . We add two crucial observations. Firstly, there is a natural
Ã Ã .  .isomorphism between the compact groups Ext H, G and Ext G, H which
  ..is implemented precisely by passage to Pontryagin duals see 2.5 . Sec-
ondly, the natural isomorphism between these Ext-groups corresponds to
Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .   ..the switch isomorphism Tor G, H ª Tor H, G see 2.4 . This seems
natural enough, but the proof requires work and careful tracking of the
natural morphisms involved. It is the entry of the Tor-groups that plays a
crucial role in our solution of Samelson's problem.
These results are utilized in our study of those selfdual groups E that
j p Ãare extensions of the form 0 ª G ª E ª G ª 0, for some compact group
G. We shall call such an extension autodual if this exact sequence is
p(hÃ G jÃÃ Ãequivalent to the exact sequence 0 ª G ª E ª G ª 0, obtained by
passing to the character groups, and antidual if the Baer sum of these
exact sequences gives the splitting exact sequence i.e., they are additive
Ã ..inverses of each other in the group Ext G, G . Autodual extensions are
obviously selfdual, and so are the antidual extensions although this is not
.quite so obvious . For a compact group G whose character group contains
Ã .no elements of order 2, the group Ext G, G turns out to be the direct sum
of two subgroups: one consisting of the autodual extensions and the other
of the antidual extensions. Consequently, in these circumstances, every
Ãextension of G by G is the Baer sum of two selfdual extensions. This is a
convincing evidence}certainly an unexpected one}of the existence of an
abundance of selfdual groups among the extensions of any totally discon-
Ãnected compact group G by its dual G.
For a selfdual locally compact abelian group L, an isomorphism =: L ª
Ã ÃL need not satisfy the condition = s =(h . If there is such an isomor-L
phism, then we call L strongly selfdual. This will be the subject of a
subsequent paper.
2. HOMOLOGICAL PRELIMINARIES
Given a pair of compact abelian groups G and H, we shall deal with
Ãextensions E of G by the discrete abelian group H, where E is a locally
compact abelian group fitting into the exact sequence
j p Ã0 ª G ª E ª H ª 0,
and note again that the topology on E is uniquely determined by those of$Ã vG and H. The contravariant functor transforms this exact sequence into
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another one of the same form:
Ãp(h jÃ H Ã Ã0 ª H ª E ª G ª 0.
The symmetry between G and H becomes thus apparent.
Ã Ã :We will often use the fact that G and G define a pairing ? , ? : G = G
Ã :  .ª T, g, r s r g for g g G, r g G.
Ã .Recall that the group Hom G, H equipped with the compact open
topology is a compact abelian group. The following lemma is well known.
LEMMA 2.1. For compact abelian groups G and H there are natural
 .topological isomorphisms of compact abelian groups
Ã Ãm : Hom G, H ª Hom H , G , .  .G H
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãn : Hom G, H ª Hom G m H , T s G m H , .  .  .ÃG H
Ã Ãsuch that for all r g G, d g H,
 :  : :r , m w d s d , w r , n w r m d s d , w r , .  .  .  .  .  .G H G H
Ãwhere w denotes a morphism from G to H.
There is a commutati¨ e diagram of isomorphisms of compact groups:
mGH 6Ã Ã .  .Hom G, H Hom H, G
6 6
n nGH HG
6Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .Hom G m H, T Hom H m G, T .
 .Hom t , TÃ ÃG, H
Ã .For a compact abelian group G we denote by e r g G the standardrÃG.generators of the free group Z , i.e.,
1 for r9 s r ,
e r9 s .r  0 otherwise.
Ã ÃG G.The groups T and Z may be viewed as character groups of each other
under the pairing
defÃ ÃG G. :? , ? : T = Z ª T, c, n ? e s n c r . . r r r ;
Ã ÃrgG rgG
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ÃGÃHere c: G ª T denotes an element of T and  n ? e an element ofÃr g G r rÃG.  .Z n g Z .r
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward.
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a compact abelian group.
 .a The morphisms
Ã ÃG G. Ãg : G ª T and g : Z ª G,ÃG G
acting as
g g r s r g and g n ? e , g s n r g , .  .  .  .Ã  G G r r r ; /
Ã ÃrgG rgG
are adjoints of each other.
 .b The groups coker g and ker g are duals of each other.ÃG G
ÃGProof. We only add that if we identify coker g with T rim g , thenG G
the pairing is given by
c q im g , n ? e s n c r . G r r r ;
Ã ÃrgG rgG
for  n ? e g ker g .ÃÃr g G r r G
 .LEMMA 2.3. i For compact abelian groups G and H, there is a natural
surjection
Ã ÃD : Hom G, coker g ª Ext G, H 1 . . .G , H H
Ãwhich associates with a morphism w : G ª coker g the equi¨ alence class ofH
the top exact sequence in the pull-back diagram
Ã .0 ª H ªE w ª G ª0
6 6
ww 9
ÃH0 ª H ª T ªcoker g ª0.H
2 .
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Ã .  .Thus the equi¨ alence class of the extension E w of H by G is D w in
Ã .Ext G, H .
 .ii Dually, there is a natural surjection
Ã= : Hom ker g , G ª Ext H , G 3 . . .ÃH , G H
which associates with a morphism c : ker g ª G the equi¨ alence class of theÃH
bottom exact sequence in the push-out diagram
j ÃH .6 Ã0 ªker g Z ª H ª0ÃH
6 6
c c 9
Ãw x0 ª G ª E c ª H ª0.
4 .
Ãw x  .Thus the equi¨ alence class of the extension E c of G by H is = c in
Ã .Ext H,G .
Ã .  .iii There are unique compact group topologies on Ext G, H and
Ã .Ext H, G such that the morphisms D and = become quotient maps.G H H G
 .  . wProof. For i and ii , this is standard homological algebra: see, e.g., 1,
ÃHx  .2, 4 . The surjectivity in case i is due to the fact that T is divisible, hence
 .injective in the category of abelian groups; and in case ii it is due to the
ÃH .fact that Z is free, hence projective in the category of abelian groups.
ÃH .For iii note that the exact sequence 0 ª H ª T ª coker g ª 0H
and its dual induce the exact sequences:
ÃHÃ Ã Ã0 ª Hom G, H ª Hom G, T ª Hom G, coker g .  .  .H
DGH 6 ÃExt G, H ª 0, 5 . .
ÃH .Ã0 ª Hom H , G ª Hom Z , G ª Hom ker g , G . .  .ÃH
=HG 6 ÃExt H , G ª 0, 6 . .
where all the Hom groups are compact and the maps between them are
continuous. Hence the kernels of D and = are continuous images ofG H H G
Ã ÃH H .Ã .  .the compact groups Hom G, T and Hom Z , G , respectively, and as
such they are closed subgroups. Therefore these maps induce compact
Ã Ã .  .topologies on the images Ext G, H and Ext H, G .
 .Recall that for two discrete abelian groups A and B, Tor A, B is the
def
 .  .factor group of the free abelian group on the set G A, B s a, n, b : a g
4  .A, b g B, n g Z, n ? a s 0 s n ? b modulo the subgroup S A, B gener-
 .  .  .  .  .ated by m ? a, n, b y a, mn, b , a, n, m ? b y a, mn, b , a q a9, n, b
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 .  .  .  .  .y a, n, b y a9, n, b , a, n, b q b9 y a, n, b y a, n, b9 , where a, a9
 .g A, m, n g Z, b, b9 g B. To simplify notation, cosets mod S A, B will
be denoted by their representatives.
It is well known that if 0 ª U ª V ª B ª 0 is exact, then there is a
Ã .  .natural connecting homomorphism V: Tor A, B ª A m U. By standard
homological algebra we conclude that there is a natural injection of
abelian groups
Ã Ã Ã ÃV : Tor G, H ª G m ker g , . ÃÃ ÃG , H H
ÃH .ÃV r , n , d s r m a , a g Z , g a s n ? d . .  .ÃH
Accordingly, there is a dual natural surjection
Ã Ã ÃV : Hom G m ker g , T ª Tor G, H . 7 . .Ã Ã / /G , H H
Furthermore, from the exact sequence
ÃV Ã ÃG, H ÃH .6Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã0 ª Tor G, H G m ker g ª G m Z ª G m H ª 0, . ÃH
$
vapplication of the exact functor leads to the exact sequence
ÃH .Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .  .0 ª Hom G m H, T ª Hom G m Z , T ªHom G m ker g , TÃH
VGH 6 Ã Ã .Tor G, H ª 0.Ã 8 .
For discrete abelian groups A and B there is a natural isomorphism
y1 t : A m B ª B m A such that t s t . It is characterized by t a mA, B A B B A
.  .b s b m a. Analogously, there is a natural isomorphism T : Tor A, BA B
 . y1  .  .ª Tor B, A with T s T given by T a, n, b s b, n, a . If 0 ª F9 ªA B B A
F ª B ª 0 is any free resolution of B, then the following diagram is
commutative and has exact rows:
 .0 ªTor A, B ªA m F9 ªA m F ªA m B ª0
6 6 6 6
t t tT AF9 A F A BA B
 .0 ªTor B, A ªF9 m A ªF m A ªB m A ª0.
9 .
THEOREM 2.4. For compact abelian groups G and H, there are natural
isomorphisms of compact abelian groups
Ã Ãu : Ext G, H ª Ext H , G , .  .G H
and
Ã Ã Ãz : Ext G, H ª Tor G, H .  .ÃG H
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such that the following diagrams commute:
uGH 6Ã Ã .  .Ext G, H Ext H, G
6 6
z zGH HG
6Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .Tor G, H Tor H, GÃ Ã
 .T ÃÃ ÃGH
A .
and
 .Hom g , GÃH Ã ¦H .6Ãª Hom H , G Hom Z , G ª . .
6 6
ÃHm mGH GT
Ã .Hom G , gH Ã ¥H6Ã Ã0 ª Hom G, H Hom G, T ª .  .
6 6
ÃHn nGH GT
Ã .Hom Gmg , TÃH ÃH . §6Ã Ã Ã0 ª Hom G m H , T Hom G m Z , T ª . .
B .
=HG¡ 6 Ãª Hom ker g , G Ext H , G ª 0 . .ÃH
6 6
m uG, coker g H GH
DGH 6~ Ã Ãª Hom G, coker g Ext G, H ª 0 . .H
6 6
n zG, coker g H GH
VGH 6¢ Ã Ã Ãª Hom G m ker g , T Tor G, H ª 0 .Ã Ã /H
Ã ÃH . Hwhere Z is identified with the character group of T and ker g with theÃH
  ...character group of coker g see 2.2 .H
 .Proof. We first consider B . The horizontal sequences are exact by
 .  .  .what we observed in 6 , 7 , and 8 prior to the theorem. The two top left
rectangles commute because of the naturality of m . Then we may defineG H
u uniquely in such a fashion that the top right rectangle commutes. TheG H
naturality of u is then guaranteed, and its bijectivity and continuity follow.
The two bottom left rectangles commute by the naturality of n . HenceG H
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we may define z uniquely in such a fashion that the bottom rightG H
rectangle commutes. The naturality of z as well as its bijectivity and
continuity follow.
 .  .Next we prove A . Owing to 2.1 there is a commuting diagram
mG coker g H 6Ã .  .Hom G, coker g Hom ker g , GÃ
6 6
H H
n nG coker g coker g GH H
6Ã Ã .  .Hom G m ker g , T Hom ker g m G, T .Ã ÃH H .Hom t , TÃG, ker gÃH
 .From B we derive the commutative diagram
=HG 6 Ã .  .Hom ker g , G Ext H, GÃH
6 6
n zcoker g GH HG
6Ã Ã Ã .   ..Hom ker g m G, T Tor H, G .Ã ÃH VHG
 .  .Finally, using 9 we obtain the commuting diagram with t s t ÃG, ker gÃH
VGH 6Ã Ã Ã .  .Hom G m ker g , T Tor G, HÃ ÃH
6 6
 .  .Hom t , T T ÃÃ ÃG, H
VHG 6Ã Ã Ã .  .Hom ker g m G, T Tor H, G .Ã ÃH
Now we build a box from these three commuting squares, the commuting
 .  .right squares of B , and the square A in the only way these six squares
fit together. Since D is surjective, diagram chasing establishes theG H
 .commutativity of A .
The next theorem is crucial as it gives an explicit interpretation to the
 .natural isomorphism u of 2.4 .G H
THEOREM 2.5. Let G and H be compact abelian groups. If
j p6 6 Ã0 ª H E G ª 0 10 .
Ã .is a representati¨ e of an element j g Ext G, H , then
$Ãp(h jÃ H 6 6Ã Ã0 ª G E H ª 0 10 .
Ã .  .is a representati¨ e of u j g Ext H, G .G H
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ÃProof. Since u is surjective, there is a morphism w : G ª coker gG H H
 .  .such that we may assume that E s E w in diagram 2 . Now we apply the$ ÃÃv  .functor to diagram 2 , identify G with G via h , and ker g with theÃG H
character group of coker g , to obtainH
gÃHÃH . 6 Ã0 ªker g ªZ H ª0ÃH
6 6
w w 9Ã Ã
$Ã Ã  .0 ª G ª E ª H ª0, 10
where the left square is a push-out, being dual to a pull-back. But by the
Ã . w xdefinition of = in 2.3 this diagram shows that E s E w and that theÃH G$
 .  .row 10 is a representative of = w . In view of the definition of u inÃH G G H
 .  .2.4 , this element equals u j .G H
 .The next theorem gives an explicit interpretation of z of 2.4 .G H
THEOREM 2.6. The natural isomorphism z is implemented by a pairingG H
Ã Ã Ã .  .  .Tor G, H = Ext G, H ª T which is defined as follows. Let t s r, n, d
ÃH .Ã Ã Ã .  .g Tor G, H and j g Ext G, H . Noting that e g Z maps onto d underr
Ã  .  :g , pick a morphism w : G ª coker g such that D w s j . Then t, jÃH H G H
  . :s w r , n ? e where on the right hand side the pairing between coker gr H
 . .and ker g of 2.2 b is used.ÃH
Proof. The proof is an exercise in straightforward verification that the
pairing is well defined and conforms with the definitions of the morphisms
 .in the commuting right bottom square of B .
3. AUTODUALITY
The extension theory presented in the preceding section takes on a
particularly symmetric form if H s G. This section is devoted to this
special case.
We start with a definition.
 .DEFINITION 3.1. Let Aut A denote the group of automorphisms of the
 .topological abelian group A. An in¨olution of A is an element a g Aut A
with a 2 s 1, where 1 s id .A
Let A denote the set of fixed points of the involution a , and setq
 .   . 4A s ker 1 q a s x g A : a x s yx .y
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LEMMA 3.2. Let a be an in¨olution of A. If x ¬ 2 ? x: A ª A is
1 1 .  .bijecti¨ e, set p s ? 1 q a and p s ? 1 y a . Thenq y2 2
 . 2 2i p s p , p s p , and p q p s 1.q q y y q y
 .ii A s A [ A where A s im p and A s im p .q y q q y y
 .  .Proof. Part ii is a simple consequence of the fact that A s p A [
 . .1 y p A for an idempotent endomorphism p of A.
Ã .  .If A is a locally compact abelian group, then a ¬ a : Aut A ª Aut AÃ
is an anti-isomorphism. Hence a is an involution if and only if a is anÃ
Ã Ãinvolution. The adjoint of x ¬ 2 ? x: A ª A is x ª 2 ? x : A ª A. It
should be noted that for a torsion group A, x ¬ 2 ? x: A ª A is an
automorphism of A if and only if the 2-component of A is trivial. In the
Ã Ã Ã .special case when A s Tor G, G this means that G contains no elements
of order 2.
For a compact abelian group G, the compact abelian group
def Ã Ã ÃE G s Ext G, G ( Tor G, G .  .  .Ã
possesses a natural involutive automorphism
Ã ÃQ : E G ª E G , Q s u : Ext G, G ª Ext G, G . .  .  .  .G G GG
def Ã Ã .  .  .We shall write D G s Tor G, G and fix the pairing t, j ¬
 :  .  .t, j : D G = E G ª T which puts the two groups in duality according
 .  .to 2.4 and 2.6 .
 .For any discrete abelian group A the group Tor A, A has a canonical
involution T as defined above. We setA A
t : D G ª D G , t s T . .  . Ã ÃG G G , G
 .From 2.4 we have an isomorphism
def
z s z : E G ª D G . .  .ÃG GG
 .DEFINITION 3.3. Let G be a compact abelian group and j g E G an
element with a representative
j p6 6 Ã0 ª G E G ª 0. 1 .
 .  .We say that j and the extension 1 are autodual if Q j s j , i.e.,G
 .  .  .j g E G where E G is the fixed point set of Q on E G . We call jq q G
 .  .and any extension representing this class antidual if Q j s yj .G
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PROPOSITION 3.4. For each compact abelian group G there is a commuta-
ti¨ e diagram of isomorphisms of compact groups
QG 6
E G E G .  .
6
z zG G6 6
D GD G  . . ÃÃ
t ÃG
2 .
 .The isomorphism z maps the set E G of autodual equi¨ alence classes ofG q
 .  ..Hextensions to the group 1 y t D G . If x ¬ 2 ? x is an automorphism ofG
 .D G , then
E G s E G [ E G and D G s D G [ D G , .  .  .  .  .  .q y q y
 .  .with respect to the in¨olutions Q on E G and t on D G , respecti¨ ely.G G
 .  .  .Proof. Diagram A of 2.4 becomes 2 when specialized to the
present situation. Lemma 3.2 then proves the remainder.
ÃThus every extension of G by G is the sum of an autodual and an
Ãantidual extension provided that G has no elements of order 2.
 .Note that from 3.4 we can also conclude that
z E G s D G and z E G s D G . .  .  .  . .  .  .  .Ã Ãq q y yG G
THEOREM 3.5. For a compact abelian group G and for j representing an
ÃÃ .  .element of E G s Ext G, G , the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .i The extension 3 and its equi¨ alence class in E G are autodual.
 .ii The extension
$Ãp(h jÃ G 6 6Ã Ã0 ª G E G ª 0 1 .
 .is equi¨ alent to 1 .
 .  .  . :  4iii 1 y t D G , j s 0 .G
Ã Ã Ã .  .If G and hence D G s Tor G, G has no 2-torsion, then these conditions
are also equi¨ alent to
 .  .   .  .iv j is annihilated by all elements from D G s t g D G : t t sy G
4yt .
 .  .  .Proof. The equivalence of i and ii is a consequence of 2.4 , while
 .  .   ..  .the equivalence of i and iii respectively, iv follows from 2.4 and
 .3.4 .
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From the Introduction we recall and record here the definition of
selfdual groups:
DEFINITION 3.6. A locally compact abelian group L is called selfdual if
Ã .Hom L, L contains an isomorphism, i.e., if there is some isomorphism of
Ãlocally compact groups L ª L.
 .PROPOSITION 3.7. If G is a compact abelian group and 1 is an autodual
Ãor an antidual extension of G by G, then E is a selfdual locally compact
abelian group with a compact open subgroup G.
Proof. The assertion for autodual extensions is immediate from the
 .  .  .equivalence of i and ii in 3.5 . In order to verify the claim for antidual
 .  .extensions, let j g E G be a representative of 1 . By the definition of Q,$
 .  .  .  .the equivalence class Q j is represented by 1 . yj s Q j in E G
Ãmeans the existence of a map g : E ª E such that the diagram
j p6 6 6 6Ã0 G E G 0
6 6
g x¬yx
6 6 6 6Ã Ã0 G E G 0
p(hÃ ÃjG
Ãcommutes. In particular, E and E are topologically isomorphic via g .
With the machinery now at our disposal we can reconsider and com-
pletely elucidate Samelson's example of an autodual group.
 .EXAMPLE 3.8. i Let Z denote the group of p-adic integers for somep$
` .prime p. Its dual Z is isomorphic to the Prufer group Z p . Then everyÈp
extension
j p
`6 60 ª Z E Z p ª 0 .p
 .`is autodual, that is, is equivalent to the dual extension where h s hZ p .
$Ãp(h jÃ` 6 6Ã0 ª Z p E Z ª 0. .Ã p
 .  n.  n.ii Each extension 0 ª Z p ª E ª Z p ª 0 is equivalent to its
dual extension, for every positive integer n.
Ã ` .  .  .Proof. i We apply 3.5 with G s Z and G s Z p . We claim thatp
  `..   `.  `..in this case the switch involution t of D Z p s Tor Z p , Z pZ p
induces the identity map. Indeed, let us write
`  < :Z p s g , g , . . . pg s 0, pg s g , n s 2, . . . . . 1 2 1 n ny1
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  `.  `..  `.Then the group Tor Z p , Z p ( Z p has the generators
def n . g s g , p , g , n s 1, 2, . . . , and by the definition of t s t precedingn n n Z p
 ..  . 3.3 we have t g s g for all n. Thus t is the identity 1 and 1 yn n
.  .  4  . .t D Z s 0 . Therefore 3.5 iii holds and the assertion follows fromp
 .3.5 .
 .  .ii The proof is similar to that of i and simpler.
 .The first statement of 3.8 is a refinement of the well-known fact that
the additive group Q of p-adic rational numbers is a selfdual locallyp
 .compact abelian group. The group E Z of equivalence classes of exten-p
 `.sions of Z by Z p is isomorphic to Z , hence the cardinality ofp p
inequivalent such extensions is the continuum. All of these extensions are
autodual.
 .In order to exhibit a compact abelian group G and an extension 1 such
 .  .that its equivalence class j g E G and the equivalence class Q j of the$
 .  .  .  .dual extension 1 satisfy Q j s yj g E G , in view of 3.4 it suffices to
 .  .  .find a G so that i x ¬ 2 ? x is an automorphism of D G and ii
 .  .E G / E G . The following lemma, also needed later, shows that anq
example is provided by G s Z = Z .3 3
LEMMA 3.9. Let G and G be two nonzero compact abelian p-groups,1 2
 .and set G s G = G . Then not e¨ery element of E G is fixed under Q .1 2 G
 .  .  .  .  4Proof. In view of 3.4 and 3.5 , we must show that 1 y t D G / 0 ,G
Ã Ã .  .i.e., D G s Tor G, G contains an element not fixed under t . We writeG
Ã H H 4 .   4.G s A [ B with A s 0 = G and B s G = 0 . Then A and B2 1
 .  .  .  .are nonzero p-groups and D G s Tor A, A [ Tor A, B [ Tor B, A
 .  .[ Tor B, B . Let x s a, p, b be an element with 0 / a g A, 0 / b g B,
 .p ? a s 0 s p ? b. Then 0 / x g Tor A, B , because Tor preserves injec-
 .  .  .  .tions, and t x s b, p, a . Since Tor A, B and Tor B, A are disjointG
 .  .direct summands of D G , the relation x / t x follows.G
We can now give a complete characterization of those compact groups
ÃG for which every extension of G by G is autodual. This will provide a
w xsatisfactory answer to Samelson's question 5 .
Let G denote the connected component of the compact abelian group0
G. We have the exact sequence
quotincl 6 60 ª G G GrG ª 0 3 .0 0
H Ã .  .of compact groups. The annihilator G of G in G is ( GrG ; it isÃ0 0 0
Ãthe torsion subgroup of G. Passing to the character groups, we obtain
$incl restrH 6 6Ã0 ª G G G ª 0, 4 .  .0 0
$
H Ã Ã .  .where incl: G ª G corresponds exactly to quot: GrG ª G.Ã0 0
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j p ÃLet now 0 ª G ª E ª G ª 0 be an extension of the compact group G
by its character group. We obtain a commutative diagram with exact rows
by first using a pull-back yielding the top right square, followed by a
push-out yielding the bottom left square:
j p6 6 Ã0 ª G E G ª06 6$
g quot
6 6  .0 ª G E9 GrG ª0Ã
6 6
0
quot d
p6 6  .0 ª GrG E9rG GrG ª0.Ã0 0 0j
5 .
Homological algebra tells us that we get an equivalent bottom row if we
first use a push-out and then a pull-back construction:
j p6 6 Ã0 ª G E G ª0
6 6
quot
6 6 Ã0 ªGrG ErG G ª06 60 0 $
quot
H6 6  .0 ªGrG E9rG G ª0.0 0 0
6 .
$
v  .Applying the exact functor to diagram 5 , we are led to the following
commutative diagram with exact rows:
Ãp(h jÃ G 6 6Ã Ã0 ª G E G ª0
6 6
gquot Ã
6 6Ã Ã0 ªGrG E9 G ª06 60 $
Ã quotd
6 6 .  .0 ªGrG E9rG GrG ª0.Ã Ã0 0 0Ã Ãp(h jGr G 0
7 .
PROPOSITION 3.10. An extension of a compact group G by its character
  .  ..  .group the top row of 5 or 6 is autodual antidual if and only if the
associated totally disconnected extension of GrG by its character group the0
 .  ..  .bottom row of 5 or 6 is autodual antidual .
 .Proof. First assume that the top row in 5 is autodual; i.e., it is
 .equivalent to the top exact sequence in 7 . Since the other two exact rows
 .in 7 are obtained uniquely by push-out and pull-back constructions,
 .respectively, we infer that the middle row in 7 is equivalent to the middle
 .  .  .row in 6 , and the bottom row of 7 is equivalent to the bottom row in 6 .
 .This proves that the bottom row of 5 is autodual.
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 .Conversely, assume that the bottom row of 5 is autodual, i.e., is
 .  .  .equivalent to the bottom row in 7 . Then the diagrams 6 and 7 are
 .  .equivalent, and hence the top rows in 6 and 7 represent equivalent
 .  .extensions. Therefore, the bottom rows of 6 and 7 are equivalent, and
the extension of G by its character group is autodual.
The same proof applies to the antidual case.
Recall that a compact abelian group is called a p-group if its character
 .group is a discrete p-group p is a prime .
Now we are ready for the principal result. Recall that the additive group
QrZ is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of complex roots of unity.
THEOREM 3.11. Let G be a compact abelian group and G its identity0
component. The following conditions are equi¨ alent:
Ã .i E¨ery extension 0 ª G ª E ª G ª 0 is autodual.
 .  .ii E¨ery extension 0 ª GrG ª F ª GrG ª 0 is autodual.Ã0 0
Ã .iii The torsion subgroup of G is isomorphic to a subgroup of QrZ.
 .iv The factor group GrG is a homomorphic image of the uni¨ ersal0
totally disconnected monothetic group  Z .p prime p
 .  .  .Proof. The equivalence ii m i is an immediate consequence of 3.10 .
 .  .ii « iii . It suffices to consider a totally disconnected compact abelian
group G such that every extension of G by its character group is autodual
Ãand to show that the torsion group G is isomorphic to a subgroup of QrZ.
ÃSince G is a direct sum of its p-primary components, it is enough to deal
Ã Ã .with the case that G is a p-group i.e., G is a p-group , and to show that G
Ãhas p-rank one. Suppose not. Then G, like every abelian p-group of
Ãp-rank greater than 1, can be written in the form G s A [ B with a
 k .nonzero summand B and a summand A isomorphic to Z p for some
w xinteger k or for k s `; cf. 2, p. 117 . Hence G s G = G with nonzero1 2
 .  .factors, and 3.9 shows that then there exists in E G an element not fixed
under Q . This represents an extension of G by its character group whichG
is not autodual}in contradiction to the hypothesis on G.
Ã .  .iii « ii . Assume that G s A is isomorphic to a subgroup of QrZ;
 .then each of its p-components A has p-rank 1. Now we have D G sp
 .[ Tor A , A , and t leaves the direct summands invariant. Byp p Gp prime
 .3.8 , the involution t leaves every element in the summands fixed. ThusG
 .Q acts trivially on E G , and therefore all extensions of G by its characterG
group are autodual.
 .  .iii m iv . This is a simple consequence of duality: the annihilator
H Ã ` .  .G of G in G is isomorphic to a subgroup of QrZ s [ Z p if0 0 p prime$
and only if GrG is isomorphic to a quotient of QrZ(  Z .0 p prime p
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 .  .Having characterized the compact abelian groups G with E G s E G ,q
 .  .it is natural to ask for compact abelian groups G satisfying E G s E G ,y
i.e., for which all extensions of G by their duals are antidual. It is easy to
 .see that this case can occur only trivially when E G s 0. In fact, from
 .3.10 it follows that it sufficient to consider the case of totally discon-
 .nected groups G. But for such a group G, E G s 0 implies thatq
 .Tor A, A s 0 for each indecomposable summand A of the torsion group
Ã ÃG, whence G s 0 follows.
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